
using the Trends tool and investigate whether the patterns observed
were replicated globally.
Methods: The word pain and related searches including analgesic
medications, were assessed for seven-day variation using the Trends
tool. The search term pain and related terms were assessed for seven-
day variation in other English-searching countries including UK,
Ireland, United States, Canada, South Africa, Australia, and New
Zealand. Correlations between search trends were analysed using
Spearman’s rank. A list of the most popular US search terms was
utilised as a control group of searches.
Results: Searches for pain peaked sharply and repeatedly at 3am-
4am and this trend was replicated in other search-terms related to pain
(rho>0.8). Searches in English language-searching countries demon-
strated a similar waveform with a sharp peak at 3am-4am and analysis
by Spearman’s rank correlation demonstrated strong and significant
correlation (rho>0.85). Correlation was not observed when searching
for a control group of the most popular search terms.
Conclusion: There is a sharp peak in searches relating to pain
overnight which is particularly marked at 3am-4am. Previous human
studies have shown that pain perception peaks between 2am-4am in
rheumatoid arthritis patients, and that this period is the time at which
cortisol release is at its nadir and prolactin release is at its zenith. Our
study demonstrates that may be relevant at a population level.
Explanations for this 3am effect might include the function of circadian
clocks and peripheral oscillators leading to diurnal variation in
endocrine and inflammatory homeostasis, and pain perception. Our
finding has possible implications for the timing of overnight analgesia
and is a novel venture in the areas of digital epidemiology and digital
chronobiology. We also propose guidelines to harmonise the perfor-
mance of trendographic research.
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Background: Fibromyalgia (FM), is a neurosensory disorder, char-
acterised by chronic widespread pain and tenderness, with a
prevalence in the general adult population estimated to be approxi-
mately 5%. A higher prevalence of FM has been reported in various
rheumatic disease groups. In inflammatory rheumatic disease, con-
comitant FM may influence assessment of inflammatory disease
activity. The prevalence of comorbid FM and its impact on disease
activity in rheumatoid arthritis (RA), ankylosing spondylitis (AS),
psoriatic arthritis (PsA), and other spondyloarthiditis (SpA) has not
been systematically studied. Therefore, this systematic review and
meta-analysis will describe the prevalence of comorbid fibromyalgia in
adults with RA, AS, PsA, or SpA and describe the impact of comorbid
fibromyalgia on disease activity scores.
Methods: Cochrane library, MEDLINE, Psychinfo, PubMed, Scopus,
and Web of Science were searched by using key terms and predefined
exclusion criteria. Studies were quality assessed using Newcastle-
Ottawa Scores. We followed PRISMA guidelines for systematic review
reporting. Where appropriate, proportional and pairwise meta-analysis
methods were used to pool results.
Results: 38 articles met the criteria for inclusion (35 cross sectional, 3
case-control). In RA the prevalence of comorbid FM ranged from 4.9%
- 52.4% (20% pooled), In AS 4.11% - 25% (13% pooled), in PsA 9.6%
- 27.2% (18% pooled) and 11.1% - 20.7% in other SpA populations.
The presence of concomitant FM was related to higher disease activity
scores in patients with RA and AS (DAS28 mean difference 1.36, 95%
CI 1.21- 1.50 in RA; BASDAI mean difference 2.22, 95% CI 1.86-2.58 in
AS). Evidence was scarce amongst those with PsA, or other SpA,
though concomitant FM was associated with higher disease activity
scores in existing studies.
Conclusion: Fibromyalgia is common in inflammatory rheumatic
diseases and significantly more prevalent in these conditions than in
the general population. Concomitant fibromyalgia can influence
disease activity scores, giving rheumatologists an inaccurate impres-
sion of disease severity. Therefore, disease activity indices should be
interpreted with caution in these patients, and with knowledge of other
objective clinical measurements. Failure to recognise comorbid

fibromyalgia could lead to implementing unnecessary immunosup-
pressive therapy, or to stopping beneficial treatment prematurely.
Disclosures: The authors have declared no conflicts of interest.
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Background: Fibromyalgia is a chronic widespread pain disorder.
The effectiveness however of medication is limited, yet research
supports the use of fibromyalgia education/exercise groups (FEEGs) to
promote self-management in reducing the severity of symptoms.
Despite this evidence, the literature and clinical practice identifies high
attrition rates from such programmes, suggesting a significant number
of patients are opting not to engage in FEEGs. Positively, individuals
who do complete FEEGs demonstrate improvements in physical
functioning and self-efficacy. The aim of this research was to:
investigate the lived experience of attending FEEGs and explore
factors influencing attrition and attendance. Objective: To identify any
areas for improvement to enhance the patients’ experience of
attending FEEGs.
Methods: A qualitative phenomenological study was completed in
one NHS Trust in the North-West of England. Semi-structured
interviews were completed with six patients who attended two or
less FEEGs sessions, which commenced between September 2016
and March 2017 and six patients who attended five or six of the FEEGs
six sessions. Participants were recruited through purposeful sampling
with non-coercive means, as the researcher was not known to
participants. Transcripts were analysed manually using thematic
analysis. Participants statements which appeared to have similar
themes were coded and pertinent patient statements were chosen to
illustrate each theme. Appropriate ethical approval for this study was
obtained.
Results: Seven themes emerged; expectations of the group, sharing
of experiences, attitude and behaviour change, reasons for opting-out,
dislikes, positive relationship with staff/group members and sugges-
tions for improvements.
Conclusion: The six participants who opted out of the FEEGs gave a
variety of reasons including; group too big, contributions from other
group members, seeing others with more severe disease, health
problems, not learning anything new, caring responsibilities and
because attending FEEGs will not cure fibromyalgia, but importantly
for three participants, the reason involved conflict with group
dynamics. Participants (n¼ 6) who completed the FEEGs described
changes in their attitude and behaviour and had adopted positive
coping strategies. Interestingly, they established strong therapeutic
relationships with staff and formed friendships with other group
members. Whilst initially apprehensive, a sense of achievement in
completing the exercise sessions was apparent. In addition, the
exercise tolerance of these participants also improved in keeping with
published research findings. Nine participants stated how meeting
others with fibromyalgia had positively influenced their condition
management. Collectively, the results of this research identified
potential service improvements. These include; alterations to the
selection process, enhanced provision of written information prior to
FEEGs, including patients’ preferences within the course content, staff
training in group facilitation/conflict management, improving FEEGs
accessibility and the need to consider efficient on-going therapy
review strategies to maintain positive improvements achieved at the
end of FEEGs.
Disclosures: The author has declared no conflicts of interest.
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Background: Fibromyalgia is a common cause of chronic widespread
musculoskeletal pain, often accompanied by fatigue, cognitive
disturbance and multiple somatic symptoms. It is the most common
cause of generalised, musculoskeletal pain in women between the
ages of 20 and 55 years. The prevalence of fibromyalgia is
approximately 2 to 5 percent in the general population worldwide.
The prevalence of fibromyalgia is reported to be higher (up to 15.4%) in
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